1: 1F) Many restaurants: Beef tripe hot pot, udon, izakaya etc

2F) Many noodle restaurants: You should use escalators to get here

2: There are many restaurants in “KITTE HAKATA”

3: Many restaurants: Kentuchy fried chicken, sushi, coffee shop

4: There are also many restaurants outside of station(around Chikushi gate)
Japanese, Korean, Indian, French foods etc.
(a little bit expensive than restaurants in other pages: 1500~2000 yen)

Japanese, Chinese, Spanish, Thai, Mexican foods etc.
(a little bit expensive than restaurants in other pages: 1500~2000 yen)
1: Curry, pork cutlet, Chinese food

2: Japanese noodles(soba, udon), grilled food, sea food, bowl of rice served with toppings

3: Japanese noodles(ramen), pasta, pancake, beef tripe hot pot(“Motsu Nabe”)